
Prison black market and business interactions with outside 
world were described many times in fiction and non-fic-
tion, but academic research is surprisingly scant. 
Russian penal system provides a great setting for natu-
ral economic experiments in how market is established 
in closed system, under formal and informal restraints, 
and with a dose of corruption and collusion by prison staff.

 Russia’s FSIN 
 (Federal Correctional Service) 
⁜ direct successor of notorious GULAG
⁜ one of the biggest prison systems in the world
 ⁜  Russia’s incarceration rate per 100000 residents is second only 

to USA.
 ⁜  FSIN has about 1000 penal institutions segregated by gender, re-

gime and nature of offences. 

 Prisoners can receive goods via 
(1)  purchases from prison commissaries (limits depend on regime 

and behavior)
(2)  mailings and direct submissions by family members to prison, 

searched and vetted by wardens
(3)   smuggled by prison stuff or free-moving prisoners. 
Exchange of goods between inmates is officially prohibited, punishments 
are non-trivial BUT their application vary widely and in most cases over-
looked. Restrictions on what can be legally received by inmates are fre-
quently changing. 
Our scope limited to goods that are legally available outside of prisons. 
but banned or limited for inmates (mobile telephones, unbroken ciga-
rettes, and alcohol). 
Drug trade and criminal services – not considered. 

 Hypothesis were 
(1)  value and prices of products can 

significantly deviate within closed 
system than at the outside mar-
ket, in both legal and semi-legal 
trading. That creates arbitrage 
opportunities and stimulates cor-
ruption 

(2)  lack of formal property rights 
distorts behavior of economic 
agents, raises implied interest 
rate 

(3)  opportunistic behavior of pris-
on stuff shapes market structure 
and outcomes. 

(4)  Technologies could significantly in-
fluence  of exchange – cash is still ille-
gal – as cigarettes and loose tea going out 
of fashion. 

 Methodology  
Empirical evidence, partially collected during implementation 
of World Bank/Russian Finance Ministry subproject on financial literacy 
of prisoners (9/2015-9/2016) – in-depth interviews of former prisoners, 
relatives of prisoners, and retired prison officials (33 in-depths interviews 
done in mid-2016), and review of public data. Communication with both 
prisoners and prison stuff is restricted, former prisoners and retirees 
(maximum two years out of the system) were interviewed.

 Outcomes 
There is a thriving though monopolized  
market economy within and in shadows  
of modern “Gulag”.  
 ⁜   Retail prices in prison commissaries signifi-

cantly higher than in supermarkets, commis-
sions of recently proliferated internet-order 
systems are higher than in more competitive 
environment. Commissaries are predominant-
ly owned by relatives or business partners of 
prison officials (several anti-trust and criminal 
cases). 

 ⁜   Official has incentives to set barriers for other 
channels. In addition to illogical restrictions, 
excessive implementation of security mea-
sures such as mandatory cutting of all ciga-
rettes and candy to prevent drug smuggling, 
extended time for security clearances of mail 
deliveries, place extra premium on availability 

of unbroken goods from prison stores. 
Such premiums range by average of 

50% – except for cigarettes, as their 
prices are regulated.
⁜ Most prisons have informal de-
livery networks for goods absent 
in commissaries, with well-devel-
oped and known fee structure. 
Holiday cards and cosmetics are 
prestigious goods in women pris-
ons, alcohol and entertainment 
gadgets are means of conspic-

uous consumption in institutions 
for men. 

Goods are paid by relatives via card 
payments or prisoners from inside via 

smuggled telephones. Technologies cre-
ated more opportunity for faster and cheap-

er trading

  Market for smuggle-phones 
 ⁜   Mobile telephones are banned. Ownership is punished by 

stricter regime and withdrawal of privileges, but they are highly 
valued and widely available. 

 ⁜   Model and age of the telephone does not impact price – size (easi-
ness to hide) and quality of cameras (in woman prisons) are detect-
ed material factor. I-phones were sold only at one maximum security 
prison – 5х price outside.

 ⁜   Average price is about 10000 rubles (US$164) per receiver, rarely 
new ones, with high premium prices on SIM cards and chargers (5-
10 times their price outside). 

 ⁜   Old phones are valued at par with newer smart-
phones. Given frequency of searches and con-
fiscation, second-hand phones dominate. 

 ⁜   Mobile company tariffs are not important. 
 ⁜   Administration both controls inflow and cre-

ates extra demand through lenient or strict 
implementation of formal ban, and availability 
of legally sanctioned calls home (max 15 min-
utes per call, always high charges, varies from 
unlimited to perpetually broken payphones). 
When legal calls are available demand for 
smuggled phones declines, but not evapo-
rates.  

 ⁜   Common ownership of telephones is rare – 
it is both status symbol (phone ownership runs 
at about 10-15% better-off members of popu-
lation) and lack of property right protection. 

 Payments 
 ⁜  Within prison – still done in commodity money: cigarettes and loose 

tea, with standard informally agreed price scale existing for most 
routine goods and services. In dealing with outside vendors mobile 
payments and card-to-card transfers are common. 

  ⁜  Agents (usually relatives of prisoners or retired prison officers) serve 
as intermediaries in dealing with banks and phone companies, with 
relatively high fees ($10-20 per transaction) that cover semi-legal 
nature of business. 

 ⁜   Most active traders collect significant amount of money by the time 
of release, but usually high costs, confiscations and too many interme-
diaries eliminate excess profits

  ⁜  Borrowing exists, with implied interest rate of 100% for short-term 
transactions. If debts are not settled by inmates of their relatives, vi-
olence is used to collect or punish. 

 ⁜   Unlike in US prisons, gangs are not used for enforcement. “Ponya-
tiya” (of informal prisoner law) are more or less uniform across ma-
jority of prisons.

Market structure, price discrepancies and wealth re-distribution between 
prisoners, staff and relatives deserve further research. 
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